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FREE BOUNDARY PROBLEMS FOR POTENTIAL AND STOKES
FLOWS VIA NONSMOOTH ANALYSIS*
SRDJAN STOJANOVIGt AND THOMAS SVOBODNY
Abstract. A new approach to some free boundary problems of the type of jets and cavities for
potential flows is introduced. Both potential and Stokes flows are considered. The variable domain
problems are relaxed so that they become nonsmooth optimization problems on fixed domains for
somewhat singular state equations. State equations are considered, and multivalued generalized
gradients of the variational functionals are studied. The method is constructive.
Key words, free boundary, Stokes problem, nonsmooth analysis
AMS subject classification. 35Q
1. Introduction. Consider the following now-classical variational problem in-
troduced and solved by Alt and Caffarelli [2], and studied extensively by Alt, Caf-
farelli, and Friedman. (See [3] and [8] and references, given there.) (See also [14]
for numerical considerations; for the simplicity of presentation we discuss the very
particular geometry: 2 (-a, a) (0, 2).)
Find w E H:(gt) satisfying the boundary conditions
(1.1.1) w--0in{(x, 0);-a<x<a}, w--2in{(x, 2);-a<x<a}
such that the variational functional
(1.1.2) J(w)
is minimized. Here ID is a characteristic function of the set D, i.e.,
1 ifx E D,(1.1.a) I(x) 0 if z D,
and 9 >- 0 is a given function.
It is well known (see [2]) that, under certain conditions, a minimizer w satisfies
(1.1.4)
Aw=O in flg{w>O},
IVw[=g, w=O in gtO{w>O},
w=0in{(x,0);-a<x<a}, w=2in{(x, 2);-a<x<a},
wx 0 in {(+a,y);0 < y < 2}.
REMARK 1.1.1. Moreover, if gy <_ 0 then, using monotone rearrangemets (see
[11]) one can easily show that that there exists a minimizer w such that wy >_ O. That
implies that there exists a function u u(x) such that flNO{w > 0} {(x, u(x));-a <
x < a}. Furthermore, if g Ck’a(t) then, by the theorem of Alt and Caffarelli,
u Ck+:’a.
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634 SRDJAN STOJANOVIC AND THOMAS SVOBODNY
The applications of this problem are mainly in potential fluid mechanics, i.e., in
free boundary problems of the type of jets and cavities for potential flows. (See [8]
and the references given there.)
Unfortunately, the above variational approach failed, in the case of Stokes and
Navier-Stokes equation. The reason is that there is no known analog of the functional
(1.1.2).
In this paper we introduce a new approach to this problem. The approach is
discussed in the case of potential flow (2), and in the case of the Stokes flow (3).
Results of the 2 were announced by Stojanovic in [15]. See [4] for a related method.
2. Potential flow.
2.1. Statement of the problem. To further motivate our approach, we observe
that the "Euler equation" for the minimizer of the functional (1.1.2) is
Aw aao{>0} in :D’
w 0 in {(x, 0);-a < x < a}, w 2 in {(x, 2);-a < x < a},
(2.1.1) Wx 0 in {(+a, y); 0 < y < 2},
where for any regular surface F, the measure r is defined by
(2.1.2) r() Jfr gda.
Of course, (2.1.1) is a very difficult equation since the measure on the right-hand
side depends on a solution. On the other hand, if the right-hand side does not depend
on a solution, i.e., if the equation is merely
Aw=r in T)’
w=0in{(x,0);-a<x<a}, w=2in{(x, 2);-a<x<a},
(2.1.3) wx 0 in {(+a, y); 0 < y < 2},
for some given (fixed) regular surface F, then (2.1.3) is a fairly simple equation. So
the idea is to study (2.1.3) and then to look for F such that if w is the corresponding
solution of (2.1.3), then
r a > 0}.
So, consider the set of admissible shapes (see Remark 1.1.1)
(2.1.5) U {u e H03(-1, 1);0 _< u(x) _< 1,-1 < x < 1}.
Denote
(2.1.6) Fu {(x, u(x)); -1 < x < 1},
and extend u E U as zero outside of (-1, 1). Define the domain
(2.1.7) tu {(x, y); Ixl < a, u(x) < y < 2}.
Let w w", be the solution of
Aw 0 in t2,,
w=0in{(z,0);-a<x<-lorl<x<a}, w=0inF,
(2.1.8) w 2 in {(x, 2);-a < x < a}, wx 0 in {(+a,y);0 < y < 1}.
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FREE BOUNDARY PROBLEMS 635
We could also take a cx3 in (2.1.8), i.e., consider a flow in an infinite channel. Then
the last condition in (2.1.8) is substituted by the requirement that w is bounded.
In the context of potential fluid mechanics, w is a stream function. If a stream
function w is known then, of course, the velocity vector field v can be computed easily
The problem we propose is the following.
For given g g(x, y) such that (we will not always have to assume this much)
(2..) e c,(),
(2.1.10) g 0 in t {Izl > 1},
find (if possible) u E U such that, if wu is the corresponding solution of (2.1.8), then
also
(2.1.11) Iv --IVwUl g in Fu.
We note that by the Bernoulli’s law
1
(2.1.12) P + [VwU[2 const
throughout the fluid (here P denotes the pressure). Hence, we see that requesting
specific velocity profile on the immersed obstacle is equivalent to requesting the specific
pressure (and hence, force) profile. In 3 we shall study the exactly analogous problem
for the Stokes equation. So the method introduced here, although not as satisfactory
as the variational method of Alt and Caffarelli [2], is applicable to more important
equations.
2.2. A relaxation of the problem. Suppose that there exists an u E U such
that corresponding wu solves (2.1.8) and (2.1.11). We shall say then that u is an exact
shape. Now, extend wu from flu to
(2.2.1) zU
on Ftu,
0 on t\f.
Lemma 2.2.1 follows.
LEMMA 2.2.1. If u U is an exact shape, then zu Hl(t), and it is a solution
of the following elliptic boundary value problem (with singular right-hand side):
(2.2.2)
AzU u in
z 0 {(, 0);- < x < a}, n {(x, );-a < x < },
(zU)x 0 in {(+a, y); 0 < y < 1},
where u H- (12) is a measure given by
(2.2.3) u() Jfr gda.
Proof. The proof is obvious, since by elliptic estimates wu is regular in tu,
zu C,1 (t) (regarding regularity near corners, see the beginning of the proof of the
Theorem 2.3.1), and in particular zu E Hi(12).
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636 SRDJAN STOJANOVIC AND THOMAS SVOBODNY
By the trace theorem,
(2.2.4) IlgllL (r )ll llL (r ) C IIglIH ( )II IIH ( ),
So, in particular, u E H-l(ft). Also, since g >_ 0, u is a measure.
Now, more explicitly, (2.2.2) can be written as the following: Find z E Hl(t)
such that
zu 0 in {(x,0);-a < x < a}, zu 2 in {(x, 2);-a < x < a}
and
(2.2.6) /o VzU V fr g99da
for all 99 H(gt) such that
99 0 in {(x, 0);-a < x < a} U {(x, 2);-a < x < a}.
To check (2.2.6), we note that by the maximum principle, a solution of (2.1.8) is
positive. Hence (2.1.11) and the boundary condition in (2.1.8) imply that
(2.2.8)
Own
Ov
-g in F,
where Uu is the exterior unit normal to 0ftu. Hence,
(2.2.9)
which completes the proof of the lemma.
LEMMA 2.2.2. Let zu be a solution of (2.2.5)-(2.2.7). If it happens that zUlr O,
then zUln is a solution of (2.1.8)-(2.1.11), i.e., u is an exact shape.
Proof. In the next section we shall prove that zu is regular enough so that calcu-
lations performed here are legitimate. More precisely, by (2.3.6) below, it suffices to
assume that 99 C (t). We have
(2.2.1o)
Let u be exterior to gtu, and let
(2.2.11) zu,int dej ZUl\u, zU’ext dej zU
Then (2.2.10) implies that
(2.2.12)
OZu,int 0ZU’ext /
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FREE BOUNDARY PROBLEMS 637
So,
lgzu,int 0zu,ext
(2.2.13) g-- Ou 0v onFu.
We observe that (2.2.13) always holds for the solution of (2.2.2).
Now, if zUlr O, then zla\n 0, so that (Ozu’int)/Ol] O, and then g
--(0zU’ext)/0/] on Fu, i.e.,
(2.2.14) g IV (zUla,) on Fu,
i.e., (2.1.11) holds.
Lemma 2.2.2 motivates the following.
DEFINITION 2.2.1. u* E U is said to solve the relaxed free boundary problem if
the corresponding zu defined by (2.2.2) is such that
1 fF (zU)2da(2.2.15) O(u)
is minimized, i.e., u* U is such that
(2.2.16) O(u*) min O(u).
uEU
Of course, an exact shape is a minimizer, i.e., a solution of (2.2.16). On the other
hand, a solution of (2.2.16) is an exact shape, provided an exact shape exists.
We do not consider whether an exact shape exists. Rather, we shall study the
relaxed problem introduced in Definition 2.2.1.
2.3. The state equation. It will be convenient to state the regularity theorem
for the general boundary value. So let be a given function on f such that zu
on 00f c Oft. We assume that the boundary and b are sufficiently regular (see [16]
for details; also, we shall give some details in the case of the boundary and boundary
values in our case). For any z e Hl(f), we define IIZIILo(Oft) aS
(2.3.1) [[Z[[Lo(O) de____f inf {m >_ 0;-m <_ z <_ m on 0t in Hl(t)},
where inequalities in Hl(gt) are defined in, e.g., [16]. Also, we define
 o=e >
We have the next theorem.
THEOREM 2.3.1. For any u U the state equation (2.2.2) has a unique weak
solution. Let q be such that 2 <_ q < cx. If g w’q(f), then
(2.3.3) z e W’q(gt)fq C(t \ F),
and the a priori estimate
(2.3.4)
holds. If in addition q > 2, thenD
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638 SRDJAN STOJANOVIC AND THOMAS SVOBODNY
Moreover, if g W2’q(gt), and (2.1.10) holds, then (see (2.2.11))
(2.3.6) Zu’ext
and the a priori estimates
and
(2.3.8)
hold.
Proof. Since u H-I(Ft) existence and uniqueness of a weak solution zu of
(2.2.2) is trivial. Also, since z is harmonic in ft\Fu, it follows that z C(Ft\F).
Few words are needed here because of the presence of corners in Ft. To prove regularity
of zu in the neighborhood of corners, say, in the neighborhood of (-a, 0), one can
extend z in (x < -a, 0 < y < 2} as zu by the formula
(2.3.9) ’(x, y) def_ { z(x,zu(-2ay) X, y) ifif Xx <>_ --a,_a.
Then since z’ is continuous on {x -a} and z’x 0 on {x -a}, it is elementary
to show that z" is harmonic across {x -a}. Indeed, let Bo(A B1U(B(A)N{x-a}) U B2 C {0 < y < 2} be a ball centered at A e {x -a} with radius p. Here,
B1 B(A)Cl {x > -a} and B2 B(A) C {x < -a}. Then,
(2.3.10)
for all e C(Bo(A)), so that z’4 is harmonic across {x -a} as claimed. Hence-
forth zu is as regular in the neighborhood of (-a, 0) as the (extended) boundary data
is. In our case the boundary data is 0, so that (2.3.3) follows.
Set o - zu in (2.2.6). It easily follows that
(2.3.11)
Now since zu (zu -) + , using Poincar inequality, we have
(2.3.12) < c (llVz"llL’(a) +
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FREE BOUNDARY PROBLEMS 639
Combining (2.3.11) and (2.3.12), we get
(2.3.13) /IIzIIH()IJIIH() / H()"
In (2.3.13) the inequality follows from the proof of the trace theorem (see, e.g., [12]
or [7]). Indeed, one can see ([7], p. 132) that for 1 q < , one h
< +
which implies
(2.3.15) IIzllL(p) c (1 + IIllCo,*(-,))
Dom (2.3.13) we eily conclude that (2.3.4) holds for q 2.
1 andProceeding, we sume + g
(2.3.16) C (1 + 11]1Co,(_1,1))
So, (W’q’ ())* (here X* represents the dual space of the space X) and
(2.3.17) IIll(w,,’())* c (1 + IIllco,,(-,))Ilgllw,,().
We know (see, e.g., [1]) that h a representation ()
for some fi Lq(), 0, 1, 2, and
2
i=0
Now from elliptic regularity (see [16], p. 179), we have
om (.a.7)-(.a.) and since (.a.4) is already proved in the ce q 2, we
conclude that (2.a.4) holds.
To prove (2.a.s), we recall (see, e.g., [16], p. 10a) that if q > 2 and if z N 0 on
00 in the sense of H(), then
(2.3.20) ess sup zu
a
c( ’,fi’]L()+=o ]]zu"L2())
Hence,
(2.3.21)
esssup (zu --]]zullLo,,(Oa))
--C("fi"Lq(Ft)"’"zu"L2()zt-"zu"L’:’(O))’i-o
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640 SRDJAN STOJANOVIC AND THOMAS SVOBODNY
and similarly for -zu + IIzllLo(O), This easily implies (2.3.5).
Now, we shall consider further regularity of zla and z la\a. Since the singular
set is on Fu, we expect higher regularity in the tangential direction. To prove that
this is the case we flatten the Fu first, since then it is easier to differentiate.
Define v, 9, and by v(x, y) z(x, y+u(x)), 9(x, y) g(x, y+u(x))v/1 + ut2(x),
(x, y) (x, y + u(x)) and operator L by Lv Av + vyy(uz)2 2vxyux vyux. Of
course, L is uniformly elliptic, since the matrix
(2.3.22) [/iJ]=[ 1-u 1-u]+u2
is positive definite. Indeed, lijj (1 -ux2)2 + 22. So, if c is such that ]uzl <_ c,
then if 121 < c111 then (1 uz(2)2 > 1/412. On the other hand, if 121 >- c111 then>h--l" So, it is easy to see that if we take c min (1/4, g) then ljj >_ o112
Also let .=. be the map with the image f given by the formula
(2.3.23) ,=. (x, u) (x, , + (x)).
Then, Az o .=.u Lv, and since IdetD..] 1 (here D.=. is the gradient matrix of
the map Eu so that IdetDEul is the Jacobian)
(2.3.24) (Lv)((p) (Az)().
Hence
(2.3.25)
So
(2.3.26) Lv
in the sense of distributions. Since the singular set is now on {y 0}, we expect
higher regularity in x direction. To prove that, we want to differentiate (or more
precisely, difference) equation (2.3.26) with respect to x. Somewhat more precisely,
define the standard difference operator (in the x direction) 5 as
(2.3.27)
1
(u(x + h, y)- u(x, y)), h # O.(I1 (x)=
Then from (2.3.26) we get
(2.3.28) (Lv) () ()
We shall discuss in some details only the right-hand side. We have
(2.3.29)
(6-) f=o6_x
f{y=O} (5) @dx -- f{y=O} txCfldx,D
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FREE BOUNDARY PROBLEMS 641
as h 0. We conclude that (Lv)x() x(5), and hence
(2.3.30) Llv vyy2uxux + vu,
where Lw Aw + (ux)2Wyy- 2uwxy- 3uxxwy, and where x() d f{y=o} xdx.
We observe that the differencing performed above is legitimate, since
Indeed, g W2’a(); lso, observe that ux L2 and that L2 (W’a’) *. Also,
since L has the sme principM part as L, L is uniformly elliptic well.
Now we can conclude from (2.3.30)-(2.3.31) that Vx e W’. This implies, by the
trace theorem, that vx]{y=o} W-’, so that
(2.3.32) v]{y=o} e W2-’q.
We observe that because of (2.1.5) and (2.1.10), the preceding analysis is true also in
the {y > 0} neighborhood of (the preimage of) (1, 0), so that (2.3.32) holds up to
the initial and terminal points of (the preimage of) F. Elliptic regularity then yields
v(0} e W’q.
Unfortunately, we cannot claim the same global result for v{uh0} because of the
nonsmoothness of 0( u), i.e., we have to localize in (y < 0}. This concludes the
proof of (2.3.6). Now, regarding estimates (2.3.7) and (2.3.8), we have
lIZu’extlIw2,q()
(2.3.33)
and similarly (crier localization in (y < 0)) for Zu’int, which completes the proof of
the theorem.
COROLLARY 2.3.1. y g W2’q() for some q > 2, and g (2.1.10) holds, then
0,1zu {v>0}_oc() and the following a priori estimate holds:
(2.3.34)
for any e > O.
Proo nora (2.3.7) and (2.3.8) and by the imbedding theorem (see, e.g., [9]), we
have
(2.3.35)
This implies (2.3.34).
COROLLARY 2.3.2. If g w2’q() for some q > 2, and g (2.1.10) holds, then
(2.3.36)
and the following a priori estimate
(2.3.37)
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642 SRDJAN STOJANOVIC AND THOMAS SVOBODNY
holds.
The interest in this corollary is due to the lack of (9t \ tu)-global regularity of zu.
Proof. Let T and u be unit tangent and unit normal to F. More precisely, set
T 1/(V’l + U’2) (1, u’/, and u 1/(V’l + u’2) (u’,-1 It is elementary to compute
~u,int U’/(V/1%-U’2)zu’int 1/(%/1%- ,2 u,intu )% Since, by Theorem 2.3.1that then y _
~u,int u,extr~u’int zu’ext and (also, by Lemma 2.2.2) g %- _ on Fu, we have
( ?./,’ 1 Zuu,ext] )_.u,ext [g %--u’int U#2 z. t#2(2.3.38)
The corollary follows due to the fu-global regularity of z’ext, and by the imbedding
theorem. Indeed,
u _.u,ext’int lIcO,IIz,, - () v’ + ’- / +’ co, ()< cllull..-,,) [llz<’Xtllc,,,- () + Ilgllco,,- (1]
< 1111.-,, [ll’<’extll,.r,.) +
(2.3.39)
_
c (1111-(-,), Ilgllw-,.(n), IIllwi,(n))
We finish this section with the consideration of existence of a minimizer. Now,
in order to claim existence of a minimizer, i.e., existence of a solution of the relaxed
problem, one needs compactness. One way of introducing compactness would be to
bound the set of admissible shapes to
(2.3.40) Vb { e U; I111,--(-,,) <_ ),
where b is some prescribed (large) positive constant.
PROPOSITION 2.3.1. Let g E wl’q(t), for some q > 2. Then, there exists an
u* Ub such that
(2.3.41) O(u*) min O(u).
u6Ub
Proof. Let (Un)n=l,2 CUb be a minimizing sequence. By Theorem 2.3.1 we
know that
(2.3.43)
(2.3.44)
Recall that
(2.3.42) IIz’<, I1.,( + I1’<: IIc,_) _< .
By taking subsequences, if necessary, we can assume without loss of generality that
there exist u* Ub and z* e H (Ct) such that
un -- u* in H2(-1, 1),zu z* weakly in H1 (), zU __, z* in CO (t).
(2.3.45) SvzU V99- fr godaun
for all %0 6 Hl(gt) such that l{=0} o1{=2} 0. If, in addition, o 6 Cl(t) then
it is easy to see that
(2.3.46) nlimoofr 9%ada= L 9da.
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FREE BOUNDARY PROBLEMS 643
Hence, for such we can pass n --, cx) in (2.3.45) to conclude
(2.3.47) -/Vz* Vo jfr goda
for any o E C1() such that ol{y=0} ol{y=2} 0. But then, by the density,
(2.3.47) holds for all o e HI() such that ol{v=0} ol{v=2} 0. We conclude, by
uniqueness, that z* zu* Now since O(Un) 1/2 fr (zu)2da, (2.3.43) and (2.3.44)
imply that limn_. O(un) (I)(u*), which completes the proof of the proposition.
2.4. Differentiability properties of the variational functional (I). Since
our problem is to minimize functional (I), we want to derive information about the
multivalued generalized gradient of (I) (see also Remark 2.4.1).
To make our results more precise, we shall introduce several definitions.
Let (I) be a real-valued function on the subset U of the Banach space X.
DEFINITION 2.4.1. is said to be directionally differentiable at u U if the
limit
(2.4.1) lim (I)(u + v) (I)(u)o A
exists for any v X such that u+ Av U, for small enough A > O. If that is the case,
then the limit in (2.4.1) is called directional derivative and it is denoted by ’(u; v).
DEFINITION 2.4.2. (I) is said to be subdifferentiable at u, if there exists an f X*
such that
(2.4.2) (I)’(u; v) _> f(v)
for every v X such that u + Av U, for small enough > O. Set of all such f’s is
called subdifferential, and it is denoted by O.(u).
DEFINITION 2.4.3. is said to be superdifferentiable at u, if there exists an
f X* such that
(2.4.3) (I)’(u; v) <_ f(v)
for every v X such that u + Av U, for small enough > O. Set of all such
f’s is called superdifferential, and it is denoted by O*(u). If (I) is both sub- and
superdifferentiable at u e int(U), and moreover O.(u)N O*(u) , then O.(u)
O*(u) is a singleton and (I) is Gteaux differentiable.
We go back now to our problem. Of course, X H03(-1, 1), U is defined in
(2.1.5).
Proceeding, define the adjoint variable pU, as a solution of the (adjoint) equation
Apu r/ in ,
v 0 {(x, < < a} 2);-a < x <
(2.4.4) p 0 in {(+a, y); 0 < y < 2},
where / e H-I() is a (signed) measure given by
(2.4.5) u(o) jfr zUoda.
Obviously, (2.4.4) is the same type of equation as (2.2.2).
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644 SRDJAN STOJANOVIC AND THOMAS SVOBODNY
In this section, as before, Zu’ext ZUlFtu and Zu’int zUlFt\tu; also, later we
shall use the notation pU,eXt pUln and pu,int pU]f\. That is essential in this
calculation, since zu and pU are not differentiable across the F.
LEMMA 2.4.1. Let g E w2’q(t), for some q >_ 2. Then
(2.4.6) 2qpU,ext e w2’q(u), pu,int e W{y>O}_loc( \
and the a priori estimates
(2.4.7)
and
(2.4.8)
liPu’int IIW2,q ((2\Ft)N{y>_
hold.
Proof. Comparing (2.2.2) and (2.4.4) we see that the only difference is in right-
hand sides. Namely, in (2.4.5), zu q[ w2,q(Ft). Nevertheless, for example, zu,ext
w2’a(t), and since flu depends on zu only through the trace on Fu, and since zu
and Zu’ext have same traces on Fu we easily conclude the proof of the lemma.
defWe shall use the usual notation: v+ def= vI(v>0}, and v- -vI{v<0}. So,
V--V-b_V--o
Now we are ready to state the following.
THEOREM 2.4.1. Let g W2’q(f), for some q > 2. Then p is directionally
differentiable at any u U such that u(x) > 0 for -1 < x < 1, and
(2.4.9)
Moreover, if
(2.4.10) u U U u,ext (gpU,extZ Zy ’int - (9pU’int)y _ Z Zy zr- )y a.e. in (--1, 1),then is subdifferentiable at u and
On the other hand, if
(2.4.12) Zu_ u,int
__
(gpU,int)y > Zu_ u,ext _[_ (gpU,eXt)y a.e. in (-1 1)Zy Zy
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FREE BOUNDARY PROBLEMS 645
then is superdifferentiable at u and
Proof. We attempt to differentiate (I). To this end, for given u E U and a suitable
direction v E H03 (-1, 1) (suitable in a sense that u + Av U for small enough A > 0)
we try to compute the (one-sided) directional derivative (I)’ (u; v). Using the regularity
result (Theorem 2.3.1, and Corollary 2.3.2), we compute
(I)’ (u; v) lim
(2.4.14)
( + ) ()
0 A
lim (frj,o+,(zU+V)2da-jfr (zU)2da)
zU(zU,extv+ u,int 2 1- )ffl+ +(z)+lim ((z+)- (z)) d,XOBefore proceeding with the proof, we shall need the following lemma (more precisely,
its corollary).
LEMMA 2.4.2. Under previous assumptions on u, and v, and for any c < 1 the
following estimate holds:
(2.4.15) Ilz,+x, z’llco(a) < cA.
Proof. We need to compare z+v and z. This is difficult to do in the original
domain gt since the (singular) right-hand sides of the equations that they satisfy act
on disjoint sets, so that there is no obvious cancellation. So, the idea of the proof is
to map the original domain into different domains in such a way that the cancellation
takes place.
As before, let .=. be the map with the image fl given by the formula ..(x, y)
"-l(x,y) (x,y U(X)), and (set A (x,y)) dist .--1(x, y + u(x)) Then =.... (.-.+v (A)
-I(A)) < cA. Now consider 5u+)’" and 5 defined as
(2.4.16) 5u Zuu+Av Zu+Av o u+Av o
and operators Lu and L+x. defined by
(2,4.17)
(2.4.18)
Luw Aw + wyy(ux)2 2wxyux WyU,
n+. A +(+) (+) (+)
L,w + [wv(2uxv + $v2) 2wxvvx wvv].
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646 SRDJAN STOJANOVIC AND THOMAS SVOBODNY
Then +v satisfies the equation
(+ )
(2.4.19) 9’- [.u+)’"(2uxvx -t- Ave) 2u+’v +’vk-YY xy x y xxj
in =--1 1_+(a) n (a), wh
(2.4.20) () d"2 [ (a G) dx
y=0}
and where
(2.4.21)
Observe that
(2.4.22)
Now since
G (x, y) def g(x, y + u(x) + Av(x)) V/I+ (u’ (x) + Av’ (x))2,
a2(x,y) de____f g(X, y--u(x)) V/1 + (u’(x))2.
(2.4.23) dist (0 ,-,-1(=,,+,,,(a)), o (.=.-’(a))) <_
and because of the HSlder continuity of zu+ and z, we conclude that
(2.4.24) ]]u+v [[co(o(:(a)n’(a))) cA"
Then (2.4.19), (2.4.22), and (2.4.24) imply that
( ) c(2.4.25) {+ [c0
Then we have (set A (x, y))
Iz+’(A)-z(A)l
< [Su+v - 5u -(=+(A))-+
(2.4.26)
In (2.4.26), we also used the HSlder continuity of 5. This completes the proof of the
lemma.
COROLLARY 2.4.1.
(2.4.27) lim
1 (z+X. 2o z) da=0.
Pro@ Take a > in the lemmm Then
(,.4.s) IIz+- 1co(fi) <cAz =2a_1>0.
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FREE BOUNDARY PROBLEMS 647
Now we can proceed with the proof of the theorem. We compute the last term in
(.4.14).
(2.4.29)
Now from (2.4.14) and (2.4.29) we conclude that is directionally differentiable, and
that (2.4.9) holds. Furthermore, if (2.4.10) holds, then
(2.4.30)
for all
(2.4.31)
[ u u,int (gpU,int Ut2e + +
_u,ext
__
(gpU,eXt)y) V/1
__
/’2]ZUZy
This proves that is subdifferentiable at u and that (2.4.11) holds. Similarly, one
can consider superdifferentiability of . So the theorem follows.
REMARK 2.4.1. The previous suggests the numerical algorithm (the steepest
descent method) for minimization of , i.e., for the numerical solution of the relaxed
free boundary problem:
Choose uo E U. If Un U is already known, then Un+l is determined as follows:
compute z" as a solution of (2.2.2);
compute pU as a solution of (2.4.4);
if (2.4.10) holds, compute an Un+ such that
(2.4.32) tn+l e (tn pnA-1 (0.O(un))) N U, p > 0,
and if (2.4.12) holds, compute an Un+ such that
(2.4.33) tnZt.1 (tn pnA-1 (0*(I)(tn))) V Pn > O.
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648 SRDJAN STOJANOVIC AND THOMAS SVOBODNY
Here, A is the isomorphism between H03(-1, 1) and its dual. More precisely,
A-1(l) means that t solves the following boundary value problem:
d6
-dx--. in (-1, 1),
2.(-1) 5’(-1) 5"(-1) 5(1) 5’(1) "(1) 0.
If neither (2.4.10) nor (2.4.12) holds, i.e., if is neither convex nor concave at
the point un, then it is more delicate to determine the steep( est) descent direction.
3. Stokes flow.
3.1. Statement of the problem. The purpose of this section is to extend the
previous results to the case of Stokes flow.
We consider a motionless body B in a viscous incompressible fluid moving in a
bounded region A containing B. The boundary of the region A will be denoted as 0A.
Fluid is moving at the velocity h at 0A, and h is such that fOh h" nda 0, where n
is the unit (exterior) normal to 0A.
The boundary of the body OB consists of two disjoint and connected parts E and
F, 013 E tO F. We shall suppose that F can be described as
(3.1.1) r F {(xl,u(xl));-1 < xl < 1}
for some function u E U, where
(3.1.2) U {u E H03(-1, 1);0 <_ u(xl) <_ 1,-1 < xl < 1}.
So, if we want to emphasize the dependence on u U we shall write also B By.
Denote by lu the actual flow region gtu de___f A \ Bu. Also, we assume that E is
such that OB is sufficiently regular. Finally, denote,
(3.1.3) {(xl,x2); -1 < xl < 1, 0 < x2 < u(xl)} tO U r,
so that gt \ {(xl,x2); -1 < Xl <: 1, 0 < x2 < t(Xl)}.
Now, the velocity vector field of the fluid w w, and the pressure p, are the
solution of the Stokes system
(3.1.4)
-uAw+Vp=0in, V.w=0in,
w=0inFUE, w=hin0A
We observe that the pressure p in (3.1.4) is determined only uniquely up to the additive
constant.
The problem we propose is the following:
For given g g(xl,x2) such that (we will not always have to assume this much)
(3.1.5) g @ cl’l(’)2,
(3.1.6) g 0 in 9t f3 {]Xll " 1},
find (if possible) u U such that if wu is the corresponding solution of (3.1.4), then
also
(3.1.7) -pnj + u + Oxj ] ni gj
in F, j 1, 2,
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FREE BOUNDARY PROBLEMS 649
where n (n)=1,2 is the unit normal exterior to gtu. We observe now that if (3.1.7)
is to be satisfied in addition to (3.1.4) (and if (3.1.7) and (3.1.4) have a solution) then
pressure p is determined uniquely. Also, we note that condition (3.1.7) means that
fluid motion exhibits force distribution g on the boundary Fu. So, the problem we
propose is to find a shape of the immersed body so that the prescribed force field is
generated at the boundary.
We can simplify this problem right away. Let, as usual, V V(Ft) dej {U e
H()2; V’u 0}. We have the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.1.1. If w E V C H2(fl)2, and O C’, then
(3.1.8) Owi--ni 0 on 0.Oxj
Proof. Let C(R2)2 be an arbitrary function. We have
Ja OwO /a Owi O fo(3.1.9) 0 Oxi Oxj Oxj Oxi --x
So the lemma follows.
Lemma 3.1.1 implies that requesting (3.1.7) (in addition to (3.1.4)) is equivalent
to requesting
pnj +vn gj in F, j--1,2.Oxi
Note that (3.1.10) is closely related to the equvalence of problems (3.2.2) and (3.2.3)
(and hence, (3.2.4)).
3.2. Relaxation of the problem. Suppose that there exist a u, and a pair
(wU,pU), a solution of (3.1.4), such that also (3.1.7) holds. So, we suppose existence
for the free boundary problem (3.1.4) and (3.1.7). To refer to such an assumption we
shall say that u is supposed to be an exact shape. Extend w from f to as zu"
(3.2.1) z 0 on
gt \ tu,
wu on fu.
Lemma 3.2.1 follows.
LEMMA 3.2.1. If u is an exact shape, then zu Hl(t)2, and it solves the Stokes
system (with singular right-hand side)
(3.2.2) - f D(z)2 D(o) (), go V,
(3.2.3) Vz . e v,
-vAzu + Vp , in 7)’(gt)2,
(3.2.4) V-zu 0, a.e. in ,
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650 SRDJAN STOJANOVIC AND THOMAS SVOBODNY
where u E H-1 ()2 is a signed vector measure given by
(3.2.5) u() Jfr g" da.
Here, D(zU)’D(u) (. + .)(z + .), and throughout the paper the
summation convention is assumed.
Proof of the Lemma. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.2.1; see also
the proof of Lemma 3.2.2.
LEMMA 3.2.2. Let u U be given. Then, if zu is a solution of (3.2.2) and if
it happens that zUlr 0, then there exists pressure pU such that (zUl,pU]u) is a
solution of (3.2.2) and (3.1.7), i.e., u is an exact shape.
Proof. Observe that any test function V must satisfy 0 fa\ffu V.
fo(\5) " nda fr " nda. From (3.2.2) we see (here we assume the regularity ofzUln\ff and zUln, to be proved in the next section),
+ j D(zU)n" da + fo D(z)n. da.(\)
To fix ideas, let n be the unit normal exterior to . Then (3.2.6) is equal to
(3.2.7) + Jfr p (D(zU)ext D(zu)int) n.
where lint de___f flfl\ff and fext de=f
We conclude that there exists p L2() such that
(3.2.8) Az= + Vp= 0 in fl \ flu,
(3.2.9) Az + Vpu 0 in
For such p we have
(3.2.10)
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Let [f]eXtint def__ fext IF fint Ir be the jump accross F. Then (3.2. 10) implies that
for all such that fr jnj 0. This implies
[ (0Zt 0Z?) ]
ext
(3.2.12) -pUnj - t \ Oxi -t- ni int gj (const)nj, j 1, 2.We note that (3.2.12) holds for any pU such that (3.2.8) and (3.2.9) hold.
Now suppose that zlr 0. Then zla\ 0, and without loss of generality
we can choose pUla\ O. Then (3.2.12) implies
(3.2.13)
ru
gj (const)ny, j 1, 2,
for any p satisfying (3.2.9). So, there exists pU such that (3.2.9) holds and such that
(3.2.14) -pnj + u + ni -gj =O, j= l,2,
which is nothing but (3.1.7).
Lemma 3.2.2 motivates the following definition.
DEFINITION 3.2.1. U* E U is said to solve the relaxed free boundary problem if
the corresponding zu defined by (3.2.2), is such that if
(3.2.15) O(u) - Iz12dathen(3.2.16) (u*) min (u).
uEU
3.3. The state equation. Let s be the segment
s= {-l <_x <_ l,y--O},
and let
(3.3.2) S {(x, y); dist((x, y), s) <_ e}.
Define
(3.3.3) 2,q def \
Now we have the next theorem.
THEOREM 3.3.1. Let q be such that 1 < q < c, and O C2. Let u U. Then
the state equation (3.2.2) has a unique weak solution zu, and
(3.3.4) e v c (a \
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652 SRDJAN STOJANOVIC AND THOMAS SVOBODNY
More importantly, the following regularity results hold:
(a) LP-estimate: If g E wI’q()2, then
IIzllw,()
(3.3.5)
(b) maximum modulus estimate: If, moreover, q > 2, then
(3.3.6) (llgllw,,(.) +llhllL(O.))
(c) If g W’(), and (3..6) holds, then
(3.3.7) z’xt W2’q(), zTM W’floc(fl )
and the a priori estimates
(3.3.8)
and
IIz’intllw,((\S){y>,})- -I-IIP’intllw,((\S)r(y>})lR
(3.3.9) _< C (e, Ilulln(_l,), Ilgllw,(a), Ilhllw-,(o))
hold.
Proofi The interior regularity zu C( Fu)2 follows eily (see, e.g., [6]). The
proof of (3.3.5) is similar to the proof of (2.3.4). One has to use (see [5]) the following
L-estimate for the Stokes problem:
(3.3.10)
where F is the right-hand side; in our ce F() fr g" da.
We prove now (3.3.6). We use the following important result (see [13]) for bihar-
monic functions:
If A2 0 in , then
(3.3.11)
Let w solve the homogeneous Stokes problem
(3.3.12) -Aw + Vp 0 in
(3.3.13) V. w 0 in
(3.3.14) w h on 0,
wr h is suc tt
and (3.3.14) imply the existence of
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FREE BOUNDARY PROBLEMS 653
Also let curlv o Now, since curl curl -A, and since curlVp 0, weox Oy
conclude from (3.3.12) that A2o 0, and hence (3.3.11) follows. But then we have
(3.3.15) _< clIV IIL (O )= cllcurl llL (O ) 
Now, (3.3.6) follows by linearity from (3.3.5) and (3.3.15) and by the imbedding
theorem.
As in 2, define , i5, (g and 5 by (x, y) de__f Zu(X,y + U(X)),(X, y) de pU(x,y +
+ v/1 + (x), (x, y + u(x)). Define operator
L by Lv Av + vyy(ux)2- 2vxuuz- vyuxz, and 7 by 7/5 (/hz-/huux,ihy). Then,
as before, L is uniformly elliptic.
Let, also, E, be the map with the image 9t given by the formula E(x, y)
(x, y + u(x)). Then, (-uAz + Vpu) o .. -uL + V/5, and since [detDE, 1
(here DEu is the gradient matrix of the map ..u so that IdetDEul is the Jacobian)
(3.3.16) (-uL + 7i5) (5) (-Az= + Vp’) ().
Hence
(3.3.17)
/ g(x, u(x)). p(x, u(x)) V/1 + u’2(x)dx
]iy=0} . (pdx de=f
(3.3.18) L + V/5
in the sense of distributions. Then from (3.3.18) we get
(3.3.19) (-uL +) (6_h@) (-h)
We have
(3.3.20)
(5hb)=f{ , 5l hCPdx f{ (6hg)" Cpdx=o} =o}
f{y=O} ," Odx dej __x (/)
as h --. 0. We conclude that (-uL, + 7/5)(5) x(5), and hence
uLlx +
(3.3.21) + v, (,yu2uzu .vux) + <yu, 0>,
where Llw Aw A-- (ux)2wyy 2uWxy 3uWy. The rest of the proof is similar to
the proof of (2.3.8).
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654 SRDJAN STOJANOVIC AND THOMAS SVOBODNY
Again, in order to claim existence of a minimizer, i.e., existence of a solution of
the relaxed problem, one needs some kind of compactness. So let
(3.3.22) Ub {u E U; IlUllHa(-1,1) <_ b},
where b is some prescribed positive constant.
PROPOSITION 3.3.1. Let g E Wl’q(f)2, for some q > 2. Then, there exists an
u* Ub such that
(3.3.23) (I)(u*)-- min (I)(u).
uEUb
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.3.1.
3.4. Differentiability properties of the variational functional (I). Our goal
is to derive information about the multivalued generalized gradient of (I).
Define the adjoint variable u, as a solution of the (adjoint) equation
--uA + Vq r in :D’(12)2, V.= 0 a.e. in f,
(3.4.1) 0 on 0f,
where r e H-(a) is a vector (signed) measure given by
(3.4.2) rlu() [ zu. oda.
Obviously, (3.4.1) is the same type of equation as (3.2.2).
In this section, as before, Zu’ext Zu]flu and z=’int z=ln\nu; also, below we shall
use the notation u,ext Culfu and cu,int
LEMMA 3.4.1. Let g w2’q(f)2, for some q > 1. Then
(a \(3.4.3) ,ext W2,q(f)2, ,int E s-lot
and the a priori estimates
(3.4.4) Ilcu’extllw2,q(fu)2 C (IIIIH3(_I,1), Ilgllw2,q(f)2,
and
(3.4.5) _< 12 (,
hold.
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 2.4.1.
We have the next theorem.
THEOaEM 3.4.1. Assume (3.1.5) and (3.1.6). Then is directionally differen-
tiable at any u U such that u(x) > 0 for-1 < x < 1, and
’(u; v)
f_,( 1., u,., )Zu" (Zu’extv’t-y ZyU’intv-)v/1 + u’2 + lzU V/i :t- ,2 dx
-t- [ ((g" u’eXt)yV-t- (g" cu’int)yV--) da
(3.4.6) + g"
V/1 -t- u12
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Moreover, if
(3.4.7) zu _u,int ._ (g. u,int)y <_ Zu _u,ext
__
(g. u,eXt)y a.e. in (--1 1),y y
then is subdifferentiable at u and
On the other hand, if
(3.4.9) zu ZyU’int + (g. u,inth/y >_ zu zy-’ext + (g. u,ext)y a.e. in ,(-1, 1),
then is superdifferentiable at u and
Proof. As before, we compute
(u; v) lim
(3.4.11)
v/1 + u’
dx
LEMMA 3.4.2. Under previous assumptions on u and v, and for any a < 1, the
following estimate holds
(3.4.12) IIz-+ - z"IIco(a) . _< cA
Proof. Let, as before, E be the map with the image fl given by the formula
-l(x y) (x,y u(x)), and (set A (x y)).%(x, y) (x, y + u(x)). Then .%
dist (.-.u+v(A)-=u"-i--1 (A)) <_ cA. Now consider +’v, u,/5u+, 15 defined as .+"
u+, pU+ o _=u+),v,i5 p o u and operators LZu+Av o ’’u+Av .u Zu o "’u,
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656 SRDJAN STOJANOVIC AND THOMAS SVOBODNY
and Lu+),, defined by
(3.4.13)
and
Vw <w vu, w),
(3.4.14) u+),vw <Wx wy(u + Av), wv> Tuw <Avx, 0>.
Then u+xv u and corresponding u+),v u satisfy the equation_
(+ ) +%(+ u)
+ <, o>
(3.4.15)
in - -_+.() (), hre(3.4.16)
and where
(3.4.17)
.() de f (G1- G2)pdx
y=O}
G (x, y) dej g(X, y "JV U(X) 2V ,V(X)) V/1 -- (’(x) -- vt(x))2,(3.4.18)
Observe that
(3.4.19)
(2(X, y) de.._.f g(x, y -- (X)) v/i -[- (’(x))2.
(3.4.22)
Now since dist (0 --I(+()), (())) <_ cu otHcon-
tinuity of zu+v and zu, we conclude that
(3.4.20) [[u+v [co(o(=+())) -- <- cA"
Then (3.3.6), (3.4.19), and (3.4.20)imply that
(3.4.21) I1+" UCO =+-(a)n(fl)
Then we have (set A (x, y))
Iz+"(A)- z(A)l
1+ (%o(A))- (;(A))
[u+v -1 u -1(+ )(+.(A)) (A)
+ I (.%.(A)) - (S;(A))cA + cA cA.Downloa
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In (3.4.22) we also used the HSlder continuity of .u. This completes the proof of the
lemma.
COROLLARY 3.4.1.
(3.4.23) lim0 1 Jfr, ]zU+Xv zU2’ da O.
Now, we can proceed with the proof of the theorem. We compute the last term
in
(3.4.24)
Now from (3.4.11) and (3.4.24) we conclude that q) is directionally differentiable, and
that (3.4.6) holds. Furthermore, if (3.4.7) holds, then
(3.4.25)
for all
(3.4.26)
T E [’’[zu" _u,int ._ (g.-"u,int)y) V/1 + ut2y
(Zu _u,ext _[_ (g. u,ext)y) v/1 +
This proves that (I) is subdifferentiable at u and that (3.4.8) holds. Similarly, one can
consider superdifferentiability of (I). So the theorem follows.
Acknowledgment. We thank Eduardo Casas for useful discussions.
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